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Welcome from the Stronger Kent Communities Chair – Alex Krutnik
It’s hard, in some ways, to believe that the Stronger Kent Communities consortium has been operating for
only one year considering the breadth and depth of our initiatives to date.
Since the inception of SKC in January 2017, we have been delivering
numerous projects and services as well as consolidating ourselves as a newly
formed organisation which, considering the plethora of services we have
been able to offer, is no mean feat in itself. If you also factor in that over
90% of our services are either new initiatives or new ways of delivering
services, this is even more impressive.
SKC recognises that there is a diminishing funding base for the Voluntary,
Community and Social Enterprise sector alike. This coupled with the
recognition of the effects that the current economic austerity has had on
organisations and individuals has meant our approach to our work and
support has been different.
Ultimately, what we have been tasked to do as an organisation has not been the simple replication of past
infrastructure delivery across Kent, but has necessitated a new approach incorporating new ideas, methods
and services. This methodology has been partly determined by the finances at our disposal but also by the
realisation of the need to find innovative solutions to the changed environment in which we are all working
in.
This new environment means that closer collaboration is essential for all involved in delivering services
across Kent whether they be the Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise sector or the Statutory sector.
Increased cooperation and co-production can only result in better outcomes for all our beneficiaries.
In reading our annual report, you will be able to clearly see the transformational effects of our work
throughout all the districts of Kent. As we are all keenly aware, Kent is a very big place! We fully
recognise that whilst our first year has been extremely successful we cannot become complacent
because there is still so much we wish to achieve.

Thank You “Finally, I would like to thank all those involved in the formation of Stronger Kent
Communities and the delivery of our many services because this has truly been a collaborative effort and I
am really looking forward to what we can achieve in 2018”
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Stronger Kent Communities consortium members
Action with Communities in Rural Kent
Ashford Volunteer Centre
Canterbury and Herne Bay Volunteer Centre
Funding for All
KentCAN
North West Kent Volunteer Centre
Shepway Volunteer Centre
Swale Community and Voluntary Services
Thanet Volunteer Bureau
West Kent Extra
Youth Central

Stronger Kent Community Achievements
In 2017 Stronger Kent Communities supported the Voluntary and Community
Sector - a summary of SKC’s achievements:
• Generating over £1.2 million for Kent’s voluntary economy
• Connecting with over 1,600 individuals and hard to reach groups
• Co-ordinating over 30 networking events
• Supporting 480 organisations with the recruitment, retention and
management of volunteers
• Over 1,700 people from across Kent’s communities attended SKC
events
• SKC supported the introduction of 49 new services (new services
continue to be registered) SKC supports the following services outlined
in this report
•
•
•
•
•

Dementia support
Provision for those individuals with special needs
Arts programmes
Older Peoples support
Healthy eating programmes / children’s activities

Best of Volunteering
SKC delivered 11 Volunteer
Fairs around the county for organisations
to showcase, celebrate and promote
volunteering and a space for organisations
to network.
Knitting, gardening and search and rescue
in Gravesham
32 stalls including
homelessness, disability, knitting and
gardening groups and many more attended
St George’s church, Gravesend. North West
Kent Volunteer Centre provided staff and volunteers for the day. Cllr
Dr Lauren Sullivan (and baby) visited the fair (see photo with
sponsored flyer). Stallholders and 100+ visitors received free coffee
and biscuits. Volunteering was also celebrated: 31 award winners were treated to tea and cake and received
their award from the Mayor of Gravesham.
Across Kent the’ Best of Volunteering’ events attracted 312 organisations, 2,000 people and 315
certificates were presented to the county’s volunteers. Fairs were promoted locally via fliers, local press and
on social media. Volunteer Fairs have also supported the promotion of Employer Supported Volunteering.
The Volunteer Fairs attracted sponsorship from two shopping centres (The Priory, Dartford, helped host and
promote the event). In Dover the District Council donated a free day at the Town Hall and Dover Town
Council sponsored the fliers and drinks. In Ashford, Stanhope PLC and Lendlease provided £2,000 for the
fair. The Fairs also attracted ‘in kind’ support from local businesses, churches and local authorities around
the county.

Folkestone fair - Volunteer who staffed a stall and received a thank you certificate for her voluntary
efforts – “Wonderfully set out, amazing event, I feel honoured to be part of this.”

Thanet fair stallholder – “Thank you, a fantastic opportunity to link in with other local
organisations and attract volunteers”

Ashford fair stallholder – “Brilliant networking event.

So positive to see so many people, so many

residents of Ashford willing to help.”

Swale fair stallholder – “These fairs are great - please keep them going.”
In 2018 Volunteers Fairs will roll out across the county as Stronger Kent Community Fairs led by Thanet
Volunteer Centre and will include networking and promotion of Volunteer Involving Organisations
alongside other SKC services including mentoring, training and networking opportunities.

@VolunteersFair www.thanetvolunteerbureau.co.uk/best-of-volunteering

Rural Kent Coffee and
Information project – tackling
loneliness and isolation in our rural
communities
Led by Action with Communities in Rural Kent this
project provided 71 visits to 18 rural communities,
establishing a reliable advice and information
service (with coffee and cake too!) to rural areas of the county. We have introduced neighbours,
facilitated new friendships, rekindled old ones and provided a platform for service providers
(including SKC partners and the KCC Community Wardens) to speak to residents that they would
not normally meet. Residents are more aware of the services available to them and one group has
become increasingly self-sufficient. The project has scope for further development in 2018, taking
its benefits to more rural communities.

Coffee, cake and much more….
• 996 visitors served tea, coffee and cake
• 27 volunteers have supported the project
• 26 agencies have sent representatives to accompany the project on its visits
• 46 community groups and local enterprises have attended our visits
• 27 community groups and local enterprises have been supported
• 14 community groups and local enterprises have been signposted / 767 leaflets and other
promotional materials have been distributed
Tea and talk…what the beneficiaries told us… One of our volunteers had a good conversation
with a wife about the impact of her husband’s dementia on her. She was finding it hard. The
volunteer gave her a Carers Support leaflet. At our next visit it was great to hear that she was
meeting up with the local support group to go to the cinema that evening. The lady said “I want to
chat. My husband doesn’t chat at home and I miss the conversation”. The lady’s husband, however,
has become increasingly chatty as the visits went by, leaving on one occasion, shaking our hands
and saying “thank you, this is a wonderful place”…
A Parish Council asked if we would continue coming through the winter months, and agreed to
fund some indoor visits, alongside the mobile Post Office at the village hall. On the most recent
visit the lady commented to one of our volunteers that she was “so glad to be here, she was
having a difficult day”. There is now a familiar group of residents attending with some others
coming and going. The chatter is always lively and the volunteers that attend there feel they are
amongst friends. A resident writes…“The project is amazing. A great way to bring people together.

It would be great if it happens more often. I’m shy but felt welcome. It definitely brightened my
afternoon, which I thought would be gloomy” http://www.ruralkent.org.uk/coffeeproject

Employer Supported Volunteering and Pre-retirement
support
SKC have provided Employer Supported
Volunteering sessions, 81 volunteers (from 8
employing companies) 12 charities have
received volunteers
Led by Thanet Volunteer Bureau, ESV has helped charities &
community organisations recognise their own needs and sell
this to employers – especially the smaller organisations who
don’t have dedicated volunteer coordinators and fundraising
managers. All the volunteers from businesses found the
volunteering activities worthwhile and the vast majority would
volunteer again. We have built ongoing relationships with
major Kent employers and helped companies realise the benefits of ESV.

better together….. ESV has worked with the following 12 charities and companies
•

•

Bay Trust, East Kent Mencap, Fare Share, Hugin Vikings Football Club, Macmillan East Kent, Windmill
Community Gardens, Ellenor, Greenfingers, KRAN, Oasis Domestic Abuse Service, Pilgrims Hospices,
TVB Good Neighbour Service.
8 companies provided volunteers: Design by Ollie, East Kent College, KCC, Nationwide Building
Society, Lloyds, Network Rail, Pfizer, Sevenaoks District Council.

volunteering employees

“I had a really enjoyable day.”
“Wonderful cause, great tasks & teamwork.”
“So much fun.”
“Great community spirit and well organised.”
“I would like to work here again, I really enjoyed it”

charities and organisations
“SKC’s help in linking up our two organisations has been instrumental in the success of the
volunteering day.”
“Great effort for a great job, well done.”
“The volunteers made a huge difference to our event, we would have been struggling without their
help.”
“It was great to have the support of SKC in contacting the volunteers,
managing them before the event and following up with them afterwards.”
The volunteering day was a huge success. The team worked extremely
hard and achieved so much.”

Define Retirement
Thanet Volunteer Bureau led sessions to provide support and advice for those soon to retire. 3
sessions were run for 60 delegates. 14 companies attended. 30 attendees reported that the
sessions were worthwhile and 27 reported that the sessions increased awareness of volunteering.
Companies made connections with 40+. Volunteering opportunities identified with 100 + charities
and community groups. Further sessions are planned for 2018 linking with Stronger Kent
Community Fairs. www.thanetvolunteerbureau.co.uk/ESV

Skills Exchange – high impact volunteer partnering between Kent
businesses and charities, matching business skills and expertise to charities’
development
Led by Funding For All in partnership with Thanet Volunteer Bureau, Skills Exchange is new to Kent
but the potential is enormous. The Office of Civil Society is very keen to promote it and here Kent
is leading the way. Skills Exchange challenges the conventional perception of ‘corporate
volunteering’ and is focussed on the sharing of a wide range of business skills with the voluntary
sector. The operational impact on businesses may be less in participating in this type of
volunteering, releasing employees for a few hours rather than a whole team for a whole day. Our
consultation with Kent’s businesses show that businesses would value this type of approach. We
have set up a data base to identify VCSE’s needs in terms of skills needed to support and grow
their organisations. Areas identified include supporting the voluntary sector in: Finance, IT, HR,
Marketing, Business Planning, Social Media amongst others that will emerge.
Case study: Oasis is a charity that works to support people who have been affected by domestic
abuse, their mission is to develop innovative responses to domestic abuse that increase safety for
victims, rebuild lives and create lasting change. Ollie from Design by Ollie helped Oasis with their
design process for their ‘Oasis Consults’ project.
Iona from Oasis writes “we are really thrilled with the results…the process and outcome have been

perfect…skilled volunteers make a really big difference to a small charity…Ollie was professional
and polite throughout the design process…..I would highly recommend him….”
Skills Exchange contacts “Dear Anna, good to meet you and your colleagues on Tuesday. I will

send across a link to staff volunteering preferences / skills survey asap….I have attached a list of
construction volunteering tasks that I gave you a paper copy of in the meeting and I know Nigel
has many more through Funding for All mentoring…Thanks Georgie”
“Dear Nigel I am more than happy to attend this meeting, which may also help us, as we have
committed to allowing staff to undertake a certain amount of charitable work, in ‘office hours’ as
part of our wider charity programme. So this might help give us ideas to use the hours, for those
that may need it. Best wishes Charlotte Eberlein, Head of Marketing and Business Development
Thomson, Snell and Passmore

Fresh Perspectives – training and
supporting young people to become trustees
Sarwah Mahanna Fresh Perspectives Co-ordinator recruits
trustees and connects volunteers to charities and organisations
(Sarwah at the Kent University Fair – 2017 left)

“J was recruited via our attendance at the University of Kent
Employment Fair. Initially she was not sure what a trustee was
but, with our intervention, now has a good knowledge of the role. J is an Actuarial student,
and was matched up with the Kent Enterprise Trust “ Kent Enterprise Trust are equally
delighted to welcome a new trustee “ J has been interviewed by me, spent a day with one of
our key members of staff to help her with some statistical data. She will meet Trustees on
31 January 2018 and will be invited to observe the Board Meeting as her next step. Kent
Enterprise Trust is delighted to work with SKC to provide young people with training and
mentoring to become a Trustee.”
Fresh perspectives will continue to develop in 2018 – to recruit young trustees, matching them
with organisations and charities, provide mentoring for organisations and young people and
setting up peer mentoring. There will also be a 6-week training programme for young people to
grow in confidence to share their skills, expertise and time in supporting the sector.

REVAMP – quality mark for
volunteering All attendees at the workshops
have increased their knowledge of best practice in
volunteer management. Every organisation who
successfully submitted an application for REVAMP
will have thoroughly reviewed their policies,
practices and procedures and, as a result, will have
changed elements of their practice and procedures
to comply with the REVAMP standard.
So far, every single organisation we have assessed
has had to change elements of their policies, practices or procedures to comply with the Quality
Mark irrespective of the size or scope of the organisations concerned. The Sheriff of Canterbury
(Cllr Rosemary Doyle) presenting Porchlight with their REVAMP accreditation (above)

REVAMPing the county workshops were delivered across Kent:

Swale, Maidstone,

Dartford, Thanet, Ashford, Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Dover.

“for me it has really given me the opportunity to go through all of our policies and procedures to
ensure all of our volunteers are included in each and every policy, this for me has given me real
weight in making those suggested changes. I do feel that it is good practice for all

Charities/organisations who have a team of volunteers should go through your assessment even if
it is to benchmark for their own development and best practise” Porchlight
Delivery of 8 workshops catering for: 53 participants 37 of whom were representing charities, 9
representing Statutory organisations, 4 volunteers, 3 from private businesses. Over the first year,
13 organisations submitted applications for the Quality mark of which: 8 were awarded /1 was
asked to resubmit / currently be assessing 3 more applications / 1 awaiting re-submission

Place-based social enterprises – SKC supporting
entrepreneurs and social enterprise
Led by Action with Communities in Rural Kent - place-based
social enterprise is a project providing support services to budding
social entrepreneurs seeking to launch new community-led, and
owned, businesses in specific places across Kent. The project
provides assistance in creating appropriate governance mechanisms,
identifying investment opportunities, developing supply chains, and
networking social entrepreneurs with further useful expertise from
public, private or VCSE sectors - all of which is designed to create
new enterprises, jobs, training and/or volunteering opportunities.

In its first year the project has worked with beneficiaries from Dartford to Dover, helping create 14
social enterprises projects in the process - with activity including:
•
•
•
•

Workshops for young people at risk of offending – working alongside craftsmen and mentors (led
by the young people themselves
The renovation and restoration of a disused railway yard to create a co- working space
for start- ups and young people with a business idea / gallery space for Kent artists
catering and hospitality training connected to job opportunities at ethical restaurant chains
health and wellbeing coaching for homeless people in Kent’s ancient woodlands
and holistic family fitness groups, fitness training with children & visiting lonely older
people in rural communities

One successful initiative supported by this project has been Primal Roots.
Through Action with Communities in Rural Kent, SKC has worked to encourage social entrepreneurship in
Kent, helping individuals and organisations develop ideas and make connections to potential investors,
partners and beneficiaries. Many of the social entrepreneurs we have worked with over the past year are
focusing on the physical and mental health of individuals that make up communities, via work and training
opportunities. We have seen scores of people enter the job market, some for the first time. Others have
remained sober for long periods, (the likes of which they haven’t experienced for up to 20 years). Previously
inactive people have trained for and completed distances from 5km through to half-marathons and
marathons; others have reduced and/or stopped antidepressant medication at the advice of their GP; social
entrepreneurs as young as 16 have been awarded grants by the Police and Crime Commissioner; ex-service
personnel have seen their dignity and pride return, Kent has the opportunity to become recognised as a
place where social enterprise is incubated, born and nurtured.

RB from Primal Roots writes…
“One year ago, I was sleeping under a rollercoaster drinking at least 3 bottles of wine and 6-8 cans
of cider, a day. I can hardly believe that I now have my own flat, have been sober for 6 months and
have replaced addiction to alcohol with a healthy obsession for exercise and clean eating. I have
lost two and a half stone in weight and I’m even swimming in the English Channel every week…in
winter! Without the support of Rural Kent, this would not have been possible. Thank you so much!
Here’s to 2018 and taking this to more homeless people and addicts!” R.B.

Thriving Local Communities supporting and mentoring
small scale community groups
Led by West Kent Extra – we supported 20 small-scale community groups with a wide range of
business development needs. Some new groups were supported to set a up a new constitution
and get bank accounts. We helped groups with the following business support needs:
•
•
•
•
•

writing business plans
funding searches
recruiting volunteers
running events
governance issues and project management

As a result, of one-to-one mentoring support from our Support Officer, local community groups
are more resilient organisations.
The leaders of the groups have been supported to develop the skills to deal with day -to-day
operational issues and run services effectively. They have also been supported with business
planning, monitoring/evaluation and strategic planning. Because of this, business support, groups
are better placed to provide services for local people.
We have worked with: Kent Housing Group, Community Wardens, Community Liaison Officers,
Clarion Group Housing, Town and Country Housing and Optivo.

Eva Heywood at West Kent Extra writes “SWAG (Swanley and White Oak Action Group) had
formed some years ago to support social housing residents in a deprived part of Swanley…. after
meeting our Support Officer, the group leaders realised how much they had achieved and decided
to arrange a community event with the intention to reach out for new members and keep the
group going…the event had a very positive response and the SWAG management committee are
more confident that they will recruit new active members. West Kent Extra are now working with
the group to recruit new members and identify unmet needs in the area”

Training for All – increasing
people’s skills and knowledge
Led by Funding For All and West Kent Extra as the
delivery partner ran 18 half-day training courses to
address the training needs of the VSCE sector in Kent.
Where members of the consortium had training rooms,
these were used to deliver the courses.
180 people attended the courses. Our main course
(Fundraising from grant-making bodies) delivered 13
times. A further five specialist courses were delivered on
budgeting, governance, outputs, outcomes and impact
(delivered twice) and social media fundraising.
Feedback “Excellent trainer who was able to demonstrate how to improve applications and what

not to do” Home Start participant
A diverse range of organisations attended including: a church project, men’s shed, young people’s
project, hospice, a refugee group, citizen’s advice, Homestart, child bereavement, armed forces
welfare, country park, health charity, railway heritage project.

Kent Funding Fair funders and other organisations that serve the VCSE sector
come together to provide advice, information, training and networking
Delivered by Funding for All, The Kent
Funding Fair is an opportunity for
organisations in the large county of Kent to
come together to come along to a wellestablished Funding Fair.
300 people, which was the maximum
capacity, attended this year’s fair at
Whitstable Community College. The fair
offered 24 seminars across 4 time slots
which included Corporate Support – Tips on
how to avoid the Funders Wastepaper bin –
Setting up an organisation and options
available – The new rules regarding Data Protection – Funders providing information about their
own grants. There were 31 exhibitors in the MarketPlace area including Stronger Kent
Communities (who had the central stand), a wide range of Funders, infrastructure support agencies
and local charities. Tickets sold out 3 weeks before the date and the fair oversubscribed (the venue
accommodated 300). Funding for All mentors provided 30-minute 1:1 appointments on the day –
these sessions were fully booked by the end of the plenary session. The Funding Fair received
sponsorship from Awards for All, Charity Bank, Canterbury City Council and Thomson, Snell and
Passmore. Nigel Turley (CEO Funding for All speaking at the Fair – above)

Funding Fair guest speakers included: Victoria Westhorp, Social Action Team, Office for Civil
Society, Mark Dance Cabinet Member for Economic Development – Kent County Council,
Alex Krutnik Chair Stronger Kent Communities, Neil Emery Chair Funding for All
Following the fair 47 eligible requests were received for mentoring support, FFA made contact
with all groups and 36 have received an initial visit from FFA’s CEO and 24 have met with their
appointed mentor.
Colyer Fergusson have contacted all the groups that have attended their seminar and Big Lottery
are working their way through visits to projects requested by groups attending the Funding Fair.
Heritage Lottery want to work more closely with the Funding for All and with our training partner
in the consortium West Kent Communities, in order to develop Heritage training.

“…feedback from team was that the event was really well run and well attended…if this
event is being run again in 2018, please do bear us in mind when thinking about sponsors as
we are keen to be involved again” Thomson, Snell and Passmore “
…I thought the Funding Fair was excellent, lots of passion and enthusiasm. Well done to you
and your team…” Colyer-Fergusson Charitable Trust
The Fair is self-sustainable through external grants and sponsorship, ticket income, sales of the
Funding for All guide and fundraising activities on the day.
Over 87% of attendees have rated the 2017 Fairs as VERY GOOD or EXCELLENT”
It is planned subject to the consortium’s agreement that the Kent Funding Fair will be held in the
Ashford district in 2018.

That’s the Way to Do It

mentoring across the county
Funding for All mentored 157 organisations
(287 individuals) in the first year of the contract.
Referrals have come from word of mouth,
reputation, The Kent Funding Fairs, the Funding
for All website and through referrals by three of
the consortium volunteer centres / bureau. These
groups have received:

3,923 hours of mentoring and support.
Organisations from every district in Kent now
boasts a beneficiary of FFA mentoring. The mentoring was delivered through face to face
meetings, through emails, skype and telephone.
The number of mentors has increased to 29 to meet the demand. There are sub-contracted
mentors specialising in all types of projects specialised in social care, sports, buildings, health,
heritage, young people, arts and older people etc. FFA has supported organisations working in all
these areas. The updated and expanded Funding for All Funding Guide is an excellent reference
document. FFA has been very successful in bringing in over £1.2 million in grants into Kent
organisations. However, its main purpose is to cascade skills, knowledge and confidence to groups

to ensure long term sustainability. FFA is essentially a mentoring organisation but it also informs
and advises organisations on governance. Once an organisation has decided on their preferred
option, FFA will register them either as a charity, community group or Community Interest
Company. FFA registered 49 new organisations in 2017 who are providing new services to Kent
communities. This registration services enables groups to concentrate on their delivery services.
Feedback from organisations receiving FFA mentoring:

“Good afternoon Nigel. Just thought I would share the news that Shepway Chariots are now a CIO
officially….Yaaaaayyyyy thank you for your help with this and appointing James Kind regards Nikki”
“Hi Nigel - I just wanted to say a big thank you for all your help and support when we met on Monday. I
found you to be a fountain of knowledge and the work you do supporting charities inspirational”
“Hello Kay- What a positive meeting and great to meet you at last. Julie, Rita and I are more than happy to
answer any questions, but hopefully you have a good flavour of what we are about. I will send you the
documents on roles very shortly. Warm regards Dawn”
“Hi Karen -I just wanted to update you with there we are with funding. Two weeks ago, a funding officer
from Kent Community Foundation came to see us and was very pleased. He said we could increase our
grant application from £4,000 to £6,000! So, I’m trying to find ways to spend the money, it’s not everyday
someone says to ask for more money! Today I received a letter from the Big Lottery with a conditional offer
for the full £10,000!! I can’t believe it! Thank you so much for the support you have given so far with helping
to make our project such a success. Thank you, Adam”

The Art and Science of
Fundraising
Led by Funding for All with the University of Kent (as delivery partner), SKC provided an advanced
12-week course for fundraisers at MA level aimed at people working in the voluntary sector. Dr
Beth Breeze designed the course and it was delivered by her and funding specialists Kathy Roddy
and Sam Rider. 10 students enrolled and 6 completed the course and went on to complete
the MA. There was much interest in the course (50 applications) in a short recruitment timescale.
Although there was a great deal of interest in the course, following evaluation between FFA and
University of Kent, it was decided that in the second year we would make the course more practical
and relevant to the VCSE sector. The new course has been re-designed and will be of far greater
practical benefit for the student’s organisation. As there will be less assessment work completed,
we will be able to increase the number of students to 30. Working with the University opens up
other opportunities for the students and the sector. These include attending University of Kent’s
Fundraising Campus, seminar and lectures from leaders in the field of fundraising.
“…I have been able to apply almost everything I have learnt to my actual role and in this respect

the module has been invaluable! To be honest with you, I am proud of what it has enabled me to
do in my role and I thank you for that.” Student MA course The Art and Science of Fundraising

Funding Alerts – supporting inside track -amalgamate
current sources of information sent out to the VCSE’s and
reduce costs
In order to compliment Inside Track and Funding and utilise technology and a digital platform,
Funding for All has re-designed its website. In August a total re-design of the website was
undertaken in order that Kent organisations would be able to access up to date and relevant
information in a simple and straightforward way. Work on the new site was completed in
September and it was launched at The Kent Funding Fair in October. This resource now gives
organisations the opportunity to search for funding opportunities through specific categories,
health and social care, sports, older people, youth, arts, buildings etc. There is a section listing
funding opportunities whose closing date is imminent. The site is regularly updated whenever new
funding opportunities are announced. In the first 2 months the revamped website received
8,627 new visitors and over 11,000 sessions. A new addition is the provision of Funding Top
Tips (written by the Funding for All Mentors). These provide vital information to consider when
completing a funding application form. Through our mentoring, The Kent Funding Fair, the
training courses and our contacts and connections, there was a demand for a bulletin to be
produced. The first once was distributed in December and over 350 groups signed up in the first
month. The bulletins are packed with case studies, top tips and new opportunities. The first
bulletin has produced 29 requests for mentoring support.
FFA also operates a very effective social media presence, it communicates new sources of funding
instantly. Tweet impressions have gone from 1,127 in January 2017 growing to 21,700 in 2017!
In addition to our use of digital communication, we also produce the Funding For All Guide in
paper format expanded and updated this year. All groups receiving mentoring are given a free
copy. Other organisations pay for the guide which is an additional source of income for FFA. are
packed with case studies, top tips and new opportunities. The first Bulletin has produced 29
requests for mentoring support.

“Hi Nigel – Love the new website and funding email. Is it possible to have a section on
employability funds please Kindest Regards Mirelle Frost Chief Executive – Kent Enterprise House”
“Dear Mirelle – thank you for your email. I’m delighted to hear you like the website and email
alerts. You’ll be pleased to hear a new Education and Employment category will be added to the
website very soon! If you have any further suggestions about our website/bulletins please do not
hesitate to contact us. As you know, they are newly launched so we welcome feedback – Best
wishes Lottie, Funding for All.”
“Hi there – can I just say how really fantastic the new FFA website is! It’s so easy to navigate
through and it’s very clear. Congratulations it looks fabulous” Kindest Regards Kay Coulton
“I really like what you have done to the fundingforallwebsite – it’s really simple and easy to use”

Young Fundraisers Young Fundraisers looks to train people in community
fundraising, grant applications and how to gain sponsorship from local businesses. The young
people will use peer education to inspire their peers into fundraising and volunteering. Initial pilots
were undertaken this year in Thanet and the learning will be used to create new projects in other
Kent districts in 2018. www.youthcentralse.org.uk/youngfundraisers

SKC networking October 2017 Alexander Centre
Faversham
Together with KentCAN, SKC first shared a networking
event in Faversham which was attended by over 50
VCSE’s, statutory agencies and funding bodies. KCC
Cabinet Member Mike Hill (Community and Regulatory
Services) proudly introduced the event. SKC will be
holding 4 further networking events over the next 12
months spread across the county and led by KentCAN
who also have in development the Stronger Kent
Communities website:
www.strongerkentcommnities.org.uk

Digital Hubs – fitter for the future
Action with Communities in Rural Kent (ACRK)
provided training for communities to adapt digitally to
manage their community assets e.g. village halls. A
toolkit is being commissioned (using a digital design
agency). So far 35 volunteers spread across 22
community owned buildings have received
training. SKC funding has launched this project which
is now linking with ACRE’s (Action for Communities in
Rural England) much wider national network, so the numbers benefitting from training will greatly
increase in 2018 and allow our community buildings to thrive and grow into the new digital
generation.

Volunteering Roadshows Delivery of 8 workshops attended by for 45
participants:
•
•
•
•

38 of whom were representing charities
5 representing statutory organisations
1 volunteering organisation
1 from private businesses

These workshops are aimed at enhancing the ability of Volunteer Involving Organisation’s to
extend the range and type of volunteering opportunities available to them, their existing volunteer
base and potential future volunteers. They are also aimed at increasing volunteers’ perceptions of

the volunteering process and understanding of volunteering generally and the different types of
volunteering available to them.
In terms of geographical coverage, workshops took place in: Gravesend, Canterbury, Dartford,
Dover, Maidstone, Sevenoaks, Ashford, Thanet

A Maidstone based organisation attended a workshop and said that they found it invaluable to
both mix people from a range of different organisations and utilise the resources from the
workshop afterwards. They were also keen to build a stronger relationship with SKC as they felt
that this would help them in attracting volunteers and publicising the work of their organisation.
“Very many thanks Alex, I really enjoyed the training morning on Tuesday and met some
enthusiastic and interesting people. I liked your approach to the training and the content was
really good as well.” Folkestone Rainbow Centre

SKC pilot projects – reports
As a new organisation SKC is ideally placed to pilot projects
and try new innovative ways of supporting the sector. As a
flexible and responsive consortium, the workstream is regularly
reviewed and resources distributed according to performance,
needs or gaps in support. The following projects are not after
review, continuing in 2018, although some elements of these
projects may be taken forward e.g. volunteer online forums,
while others may be ideally suited to another provider.
Hi, Ho, It’s off to Work We Go - The basis of the project was
to assist jobseekers who needed additional help to become
equipped for the transition to paid employment by improving
their skills, confidence, knowledge, and experience through
volunteering placements, training and support. On this
occasion the project targeting job centres in North West Kent
was not able to demonstrate a clear route to successful
outcomes and has been stood down to allow further review.
Volunteer Champions Whilst this project showed success locally, it was found that the ability to transfer it
across Kent was not viable. This element will be stood down by SKC. We are confident that the ‘online
forums’ feature of the project has the potential to bring real value to the Voluntary Sector and will continue
to be developed in 2018.
Re-storying Volunteering Ashford Volunteer Centre ran a series of training events to help people to enter
volunteering. Whilst it showed initial success as a pilot, further assessment revealed it may not transfer
easily across the county, this project will not continue in 2018.
Spice Credits Originally intended as a pilot in Ashford, evidence indicated that there was a greater appetite
for a Time Bank. The project has therefore been transferred to Ashford Volunteer Centre who plan to
develop 10 timebanks.
Employer-supported Volunteering the original objectives of this project: to develop and maintain
relationships with employers on the Kent coast for the purposes of developing and co-ordinating ESV
initiative. This pilot demonstrated real impact and has been scaled up to a Kent wide project with a second
post-holder targeting employers in West Kent in 2018.
Define Retirement developed in partnership with Citizens Rights for Older People (CROP). This pilot
revealed that its services could be easily interrupted by external factors beyond SKC’s control. It was
therefore agreed that this project would in future respond to ‘ad hoc’ requests to stage pre-retirement
events.

Consortium finances
Consortium Finances - Expenditure by Project
Connecting the Sector

Define Retirement

Delivery by Consortium

Educating Kent VCSR's

Fresh Perspectives

Funding Alerts

Hi-Ho Its off to work we go

Join the Caravan

Place Based Social Enterprise

Raising the standard

Re-storying Volunteering

Sat Nav to the sector

Skills exchange

Spicing it up

That’s the way to do it

The best of Volunteering

The Kent funding fair

Thriving local communities

Training for all

Volunteering roadshow

We are the champions

Where we have technology

Young fundraisers
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Consortium Finances - Income
3%

20%
KCC
Project Income (inc match funding)
In Kind Funding
77%

2018 the year ahead…
Delivery of 12 Stronger Kent Community Fairs
•

Access to SKC’s offer under one ‘umbrella’ as the home of voluntary sector support
and the ‘go to place’ for VCSEs. www.strongerkentcommunities.org.uk promoted widely
across the sector

•

Listen to what the sector tells us – carry out a needs assessment across the sector
identifying gaps in SKC’s workstream and tailor the services provided to meet the sector’s
needs. Act as a loudspeaker for the sector through representation.

•

Continue to share our knowledge and vision as a consortium – demonstrate open
and transparent decision making

Stronger Kent Communities – Board of Directors
Chair of Stronger Kent Communities Alex Krutnik – Director Canterbury and Herne Bay Volunteer Centre
SKC Directors: Keith Harrison CEO Rural Kent, Kerry Smith Chief Officer Thanet Volunteer Bureau, Nigel Turley CEO Funding for All,
Will Campbell-Wroe Communities Director West Kent Housing, Jane Roberts Chair and Director KentCAN, Janet Johnson Manager
Shepway Volunteer Centre, Pauline Annetts CEO North West Kent Volunteer Centre, Bethan Peal Manager Ashford Volunteer
Centre, Julia Watling Volunteer Centre Manager Swale CVS, Alison Davis Director Youth Central, Alex Krutnik Director Canterbury
and Herne Bay Volunteer Centre
Company number (Companies House) 10488002, Community Interest Company
SKC staff: Rosemary Selling (Programme Co-ordinator) rosemary@strongerkentcommunities.org.uk
Registered address (CiC): Tower Works, Simmonds Road,
Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3RA

Telephone (Programme Co-ordinator): 01303 813 790 (Rural
Kent Offices, Brabourne, Kent)

Website: www.strongerkentcommunities.org.uk
Twitter @Strongerkent

